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Career Tip: Be Wise And Observant, And Stay Career Tip: Be Wise And Observant, And Stay 
Away From Problematic “friends”Away From Problematic “friends”

While  there  aren’t  too  many  unlucky  stars  in  your

chart this year, there aren’t many lucky ones either—so

your overall fortune of the year isn’t looking too great. It’s

better to be conservative this year—being too aggressive

will  only  lead to  failure.  The stars  make sure that  your

work environment will  be constantly changing this year,

with conflicts galore. Do the smart thing and observe the

situation carefully before acting, or you may find yourself

unwillingly dragged into troubles that don’t have anything

to do with you in the first place. It may be wise to cut ties

with some “friends” who will only betray you or hold you

back!

As the “Death God” star is present in your charts this

year, you will likely have trouble finding inner peace and

concentrating on your work.  Do your best and continue

working hard despite of that, or you may become replaced

in your industry soon. It’s also important to maintain good

relationships  in  your  work  environment  by  actively

communicating  with  others  and  building  friendships.

Immediately  explain  any misunderstandings and resolve

conflicts. People born in the year of the rabbit and, to a

lesser degree, people born in the year of the sheep, will be

great help in your career advances this year. Forge sincere

work relationships with them and your work process will

be  sped  up  in  leaps  and  bounds!  The  luckiest  career

choices for you this year are those related to “water” and

“metal”.

Finance Tip: Be Prepared In Advance And WatchFinance Tip: Be Prepared In Advance And Watch
Out For TheftOut For Theft

Your  finance  fortune  isn’t  too  good this  year—don’t

have  high  expectations  for  either  your  regular  income

source or other sources. Your regular income source may

be instable, so it would be wise to start saving up earlier.

As  you may be prone to  illnesses this  year,  prepare to

spend a lot on hospital bills. Also, always keep your doors

and  windows  locked,  as  thieves  may  break  into  your

abode in  the  period  between spring  and  summer.  Also,

always check your budget and balance sheets carefully, in

case  there  are  any  errors  that  need  to  be  corrected

immediately.

Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Kidneys And Health Tip: Take Care Of Your Kidneys And 
Lungs, And Try To Maintain An Optimistic Lungs, And Try To Maintain An Optimistic 
OutlookOutlook

Your health fortune is  looking rather dark this  year.

Your immune system is quite weak, making you prone to
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illnesses.  Be  very  careful  and  take  care  of  yourself,

especially when it comes to your kidneys and lungs. If you

notice  anything  off,  it’d  be  wise  to  see  a  physician

immediately.  This  will  also  be  a  highly  emotionally

turbulent year, in which you will be troubled by insomnia

and migraines. Try to not be too focused on the unhappy

things  in  life,  and  maintain  an  optimistic  outlook

instead.

Relationship Tip: Your Luck IsRelationship Tip: Your Luck Is
Looking Down In RomanticLooking Down In Romantic
Relationships, So Be Very CarefulRelationships, So Be Very Careful
And DevotedAnd Devoted

Your popularity won’t be too good

this year. Keep a low profile and treat

everyone in a friendly manner in order

to not make enemies. This will be a

rather lonely year when it comes to

romantic  relationships—even  if  you

come across someone you might like,

others may get in your way. Therefore, you’re advised to

be very careful and devoted to any relationship you highly

cherish, or it might lead to regret.

Pig: Omen Of PeacePig: Omen Of Peace
The elephant is a symbol of sturdiness, calmness and

an  impressive  aura.  The  peacock,  on  the  other  hand,

boasts dazzling feathers and an eye-catching appearance.

The shape of the peacock’s colorful tail, ping,

is  also  pronounced  the  same  as  the

Chinese  word  for  “peace”,  while

Chinese  symbol  for  elephant  is  the

same as the one for “omen”, making

this charm a great omen of peace!

Those born in the year of the pig

will  have  a  year  with  pretty  low  luck.

Career-wise, it’s better to be conservative

instead  of  aggressive  in  order  to  not

cause  conflicts.  Also  be  careful  of

getting  hurt  throughout  the  year!

This “Omen of Peace” charm, placed

facing  the  southwest  (or  in  the

southwest  of  your  home/office),  will

help you navigate the year of 2020 and bring you great

luck.
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